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Student government has played a vital role in shaping me into the person I had once 

dreamed of becoming. Throughout my high school career, I have passionately invested my time 

and effort into Frontier High School’s Associated Student Body. I truly found an inspiration by 

becoming involved in my student body, an inspiration that led to motivation to succeed as a 

leader in not only the organization, but also in my personal life as well. Soon after I had joined 

ASB, my social boundaries had begun to crumple upon itself, for I had noticed an immediate 

change in my social life as far as making friends and holding personable conversations with 

anyone who happened  to cross my path. Thanks to ASB, I had the blessing of becoming the 

person who I know I was always meant to be. I aspire to apply these leadership qualities that I 

have acquired in the BCSGA Senate by enacting positive change within my school and 

community while proudly representing my fellow Renegades. 

I believe myself to possess the affluent leadership qualities in which will be undoubtedly 

beneficial to the BCSGA. I am extremely personable, persuasive, direct, and motivated. I make a 

point to enact these personality traits to motivate others to want to get the job done with 

efficiency and passion. I have the ability to tactfully argue my point in such a way that my 

opponent will clearly understand what I am trying to say with comprehension and high 

consideration. This strength of mine also plays well into my direct approach, for I am a person 

who settles on reason by presenting facts and reachable solutions to problems in which my team 

and I may encounter. My strong sense of motivation is made evident in every task I endure, and I 

believe my sense of passion to be influential in the ideal of exciting others in carrying out a 



project or other duty. In BCSGA, I will bring every single, positive aspect of my personality to 

the table in hopes that I can encourage and inspire the entire student body at Bakersfield College. 

Bakersfield College, just like any other form of government, has a diverse clientele of 

students and faculty who all possess different needs and wants. In order to address all of these 

individuals, a form of government is required, which is where the BCSGA comes into full affect. 

The diversity of the BCSGA is vital in addressing and accommodating every personal opinion at 

Bakersfield College. The large outreach we have as a collective whole in this organization will 

act as a gateway between every individual in attendance at BC and the students and staff 

involved with the BCSGA. In simple, this organization acts as a democracy that is completely 

for its people. 

I hope to succeed in the BCSGA for not only myself, but for my classmates. I want to 

represent them in such a way that will positively impact the lives of those apart of my student 

body and also the lives of those who live in my surrounding community. I wish to be that bridge 

between students and their administration. I hope to represent my student body in such a way 

that will bring success to better our education here at Bakersfield College. 

 

 


